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WASHINGTON, D.C.

Rapper, actor, and activist Common is to perform a free concert to raise awareness about 
criminal justice reform in an attempt to push legislation for juvenile 
offenders and to reevaluate California’s bail system.  
READ MORE:

After much controversy regarding the cash bond system, Judge Evans declared individuals 
in jail on nonviolent charges must be granted bonds they can afford, demonstrating the 
importance of ensuring defendants have adequate financial resources. 
READ MORE:

In order to reform the justice system, the ideas of parole and probation must be rethought 
in the context of community correction, as based on the system of American democracy, 
and organizations such as JustLeadershipUSA’s Leading with Conviction, are ensuring the 
formerly incarcerated will receive training and national support within the system.  
READ MORE:

To enact more effective criminal justice reform, our nation’ s capital must implement nine 
lessons of improvement, including reducing incarceration and crime, reducing the length 
of sentences, and improving the transition of the formerly incarcerated within society.
READ MORE:

http://www.sacbee.com/news/local/article161693778.html 
http://chicagoist.com/2017/07/17/bond_fund_reform.php
http://www.sfchronicle.com/opinion/openforum/article/To-be-more-just-communities-must-rethink-parole-11300878.php
http://www.sfchronicle.com/opinion/openforum/article/To-be-more-just-communities-must-rethink-parole-11300878.php
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Attorney Andrew Warren of Hillsborough County announced a new juvenile system, titled 
“Juvenile Arrest Avoidance Program,” which provides first-time offenders and teens a “pass” 
if they become in trouble with the law; the program is designed to keep local teens from a 
life of crime and places great emphasis on morality and the concept of second chances. 
READ MORE:

In his recently published book, Chokehold [Policing Black Men], Paul Butler, a former feder-
al prosecutor, discusses the breaking of the “chokehold” on African American men, 
proposing radical criminal justice reforms to benefit them within society. 
READ MORE:

Manhattan District Attorney Cy Vance announced a new slate of reforms to avoid criminal 
prosecution for almost 20,000 non-violent misdemeanor cases per year, the offenders in 
turn being held accountable through social service engagement instead of the standard 
prosecutorial routine.  
READ MORE:

California senator, Kamala D. Harris (Dem.) and Kentucky senator Rand Paul (Rep.) call for 
major reforms to the “discriminatory and wasteful” bail system in order to reduce the num-
ber of incarcerated individuals, the more economically disadvantaged and marginalized of 
which are disproportionately harmed by the system. 
READ MORE:

http://wfla.com/2017/07/20/new-juvenile-system-designed-to-keep-hillsborough-co-teens-from-a-life-of-crime/ 
https://thinkprogress.org/former-prosecutor-radical-criminal-justice-reforms-fca93a263427
http://cityandstateny.com/articles/opinion/da-cy-vance-broken-windows-to-well-marked-exits.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/20/opinion/kamala-harris-and-rand-paul-lets-reform-bail.html?smid=tw-share

